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fascinating underachiever Jamie Garner resides a gorgeous slacker's existence in San
Francisco throughout the dot-com boom-avoiding his stalled profession as a radio producer,
slightly keeping directly to You Can Say You Knew Me When his relationship, yet surrounded
through fun-loving friends. after which Jamie will get the decision he is continuously dreaded:
Teddy, the daddy who by no means authorised him, has died. You Can Say You Knew Me
When it is time for the prodigal son to return domestic to the subdivisions and strip department
stores of suburban New Jersey to stand the emotionally barren kin he left at the back of years
ago.Caught among the guilt he desires to shake and the grief he cannot express, Jamie takes
solace in a field of memorabilia he unearths within the attic, marked "1960," the yr his father
spent in San Francisco yet stored secret. Jamie is mainly attracted to a moody, enigmatic
picture of the lovely Dean Foster, his dad's closest friend, who headed west then mysteriously
disappeared.Determined to release the secret of his father, Jamie seeks out the artists and
poets, the loose spirits and wild males pointed out in Teddy's letters to Dean. it is a trip that
takes him deep into the subcultures of San Francisco, from the bohemian heyday of the Beat
new release during the net mania of his modern world, whilst it unleashes anything primal,
hungry, and a little bit risky in Jamie. As his look for the elusive Dean Foster turns ever extra
obsessive, undermining his friendships, his income, and his constancy to his partner, Jamie is
pressured to make a decision what he's prepared to probability within the pursuit of the truth.
Jamie Garner is the size version thirty-something suffering creative-type from San Francisco
who has flirted with success, either in my opinion and professionally, yet simply can not seem to
shape a long-lasting courting on both end.Author K. M. Soehnlein introduces Jamie, it slow
within the mid-90s, en path to his New Jersey native land for the funeral of his father, whom he
hadn't spoken to within the final 5 years. despite their tumultuous relationship, Jamie is still
hooked up to his sister, Deirdre, who cared for his or her father in his ultimate days. As
teenagers, Jamie and Deirdre misplaced their mom unintentionally in the course of a regimen
medical institution visit, an occasion from which their dad by no means recovered
emotionally.While You Can Say You Knew Me When dealing with his father's belongings, Jamie
discovers evidence, within the type of letters to and from former You Can Say You Knew Me
When acquaintances, that his father was once a beatnik within the early 60s and rubbed elbows
with the likes of Kerouac, Burroughs and Ginsberg. There additionally seems to be a connection
among his father and his sister Katie's brother-in-law, Danny--better referred to as B-movie
actor, Dean Foster. Jamie is decided to determine extra concerning the genuine nature of his
father's dating with Dean--was it sexual, perhaps?Jamie's quest to profit extra approximately his
father, which he believes will in some way aid him greater comprehend (and perhaps, forgive)
him, turns self-destructive, and has a harmful impression on his finances, employment
prospects, and above all, his two-year dating with Woody, a dot-com lackey mired within the
trust that his company's IPO will supply immediate security.The novel is readable and there are
adequate twists and turns to maintain you interested. i discovered the characters from his
father's lifestyles to be extra attention-grabbing than these You Can Say You Knew Me When
from Jamie's life, except for his sister, Deirdre, whose character is the main real looking and

relatable. during the story, Jamie has moments of epiphany or religious mirrored image which
are both thoroughly unfounded or just (for loss of a greater word) hokey. Otherwise, whereas
Jamie is not altogether likable, his fight with kinfolk and identification is universal and helpful of
the You Can Say You Knew Me When reader's empathy.
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